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THE UNIVERSITY

The Kalinga University, a premier institute for teaching and research in the country is established under
Chhattisgarh Private University (Establishment and Operations) Act 2005 and under section 2 (f) of UGC Act
1956.
With an elite academic experience Kalinga University pushes the boundaries of Knowledge. It offers the
highest quality of academic experience to excel the conventional boundary with emphasis on originality. Our
outstanding and responsive support will be actively available to the students right from the start of the
transition to University life until the end of your degree.
Our academic standards are high with our glorious leafy campus which is arguably unparalleled in the
country, provides a backup to you in day to day life and study, the programs of the University focus on
building depth of understanding, capacity for interdisciplinary learning and research, analytical skills, critical
thinking and communication in atmosphere of academic freedom and integrity.

MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN

Dear Students,
I welcome you to Kalinga University with pride. It is an honour and a privilege to be the Chairman of Kalinga
University that stands for excellence and continuously sets the highest standards, the university that is an alma mater
which all alumni look back to with fond memories. Catering to more than 5000 students, Kalinga University is
considered among the best and most sought institutions for higher education in Chhattisgarh. We feel proud to provide
quality education by equipping our students with skills, confidence and a positive approach with an all round
development. The college is relentlessly striving to perceive and maintain academic excellence at the same time
encourages the students to participate in various co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. An amiable environment at
Kalinga nurtures creativity, passion, resilience and leadership qualities among students for development of versatile
personality. Kalinga University offers all the degree and professional courses.
Progress of an institute depends mainly on performance of the students in academics, sports and cultural activities along
with maintaining high values and ethics. I am proud to say that our students are doing excellent in academics, sports and
cultural activities with high values and ethics. Our governing body comprises of Educationists, Industrialists,
Businessman and achievers in their chosen fields. The management is highly supportive for the overall development of
the students and faculty to take keen interest and stands behind any such endeavour. Our teachers are committed and
dedicated for the development of the institution by imparting their knowledge and play the role of facilitator as well as
role model to our students. The members of the non teaching staff are highly dedicated with total commitment towards
achievement of our mission and goals.
The motto of the university is truly inspiring to our students to realize their dreams and achieve their goals which
otherwise seems impossible. At Kalinga students and staff truly believe that nothing is impossible and that is the secret
of Kalinga’s success.
My good wishes to all.

Dr. Rajeev Kumar
Chairman

MESSAGE FROM CHANCELLOR

It is really a subject of satisfaction for all of us that Kalinga University has made constant progress in a comparatively
short time frame in conditions of growth of its physical system and academic programs. The University offers graduate
and post graduate courses. Focused on promoting academic quality and socially relevant education, the University has
made all attempts to meet up with the nationwide and global benchmarks. We have an extremely dedicated and
responsive administrative and teaching staff. We offer great value to interactive learning and two-way communication
technique, thereby making the learning environment genuine and reactive. With professors who are recognized experts
in their field, it creates an environment that combines that best of pedagogy with an encouragement to ask and be
curious. A key area of the learning experience is exactly what students do beyond their classrooms. Keeping this at
heart, the hostel facilities in the University premises have been made with utmost care so that students can feel secured
and relaxed. I request you to get ready yourself for the opportunities of the new life at our University using its
educational offerings and skills in proving as well as growing areas.
I wish you all the good luck.
Dr. Sandeep Arora
Chancellor

MESSAGE FROM REGISTRAR

Dear Readers,
2016-17 was an important year for Kalinga University as we commenced to bestow silhouette to the University's
multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary configuration. We supplemented new degree programs and also started new
graduate programs. Aligned with our mission to offer quality education not only to our students but we focus on Faculty
Development also. We will persist to set our unsurpassed efforts to place the University on the pathway of brilliance
with the aspiration of becoming the leading research-led university in the state and among the best in the country.
Proceeding ahead, the forth coming years will be crucial as we will introduce new departments in the existing system.
The University will also be establishing a Skill Development Cell for the students in developing the skills and strategies
they need to become confident, self-governing and dynamic learners.
The coming year will also see the main building, central Library building fully functional and new international hostel
blocks ready for the admissions of 2017-18. As Kalinga University gears towards realizing its goal of a research to a
multi-disciplinary University, the commitment to create and disseminate knowledge is a vital part of our journey. We
have set our aim elevated and look forward to our journey and setting new milestones on our route.
Best Wishes.
Dr. Sandeep Gandhi
Registrar

VISION AND MISSION
Vision
Kalinga University aims to be an outstanding institution for Talent Development and Knowledge Creation for a
vibrant and inclusive society
Mission
The primary purpose of Kalinga University is to provide a learning environment in which faculty, staff and
students can discover, examine critically, preserve and transmit the knowledge, wisdom and values that will
ensure the survival of future generations and improve the quality of life for all. The University seeks to help
students to develop an understanding and appreciation for the complex cultural and physical worlds in which
they live and to realize their highest potential of intellectual, physical and human development.
To fulfil our mission, we:
1. Offer broad and balanced academic programs that are mutually reinforcing and emphasize high quality and
creative instruction at the undergraduate, graduate, professional and postgraduate levels.
2. Generate new knowledge through a broad array of scholarly research and creative endeavours, which provide
a foundation for dealing with the immediate and long-range needs of society.
3. Achieve leadership in each discipline; strengthen interdisciplinary studies, and pioneer new fields of learning.
4. Promote the use of new technologies in Teaching and Research.
5. Inculcate right values in students for their holistic development.

Trainings and Workshops

‘NATIONAL STUDENT RESEARCH CONVENTION’
AT CHIDAMBARAM AND CHENNAI
It was a golden opportunity for Kalinga University

1) Podium Presentation

to be a part of National Student Research

2) Project Demonstration

Convention organized by Association of Indian
Universities

(AIU)

at

Annamalai

University,

Chidambaram and Chennai from 27th to 29th March
2017. In this research convention total 75 teams
participated. There were five fields in this
convention–

Agriculture,

Engineering,

Social,

Health and Basic Science. The teams came from
five zones – North, South, East, West and Central
Zone. 15 teams from each zone in five fields were
selected for this convention that is total 75 teams.
Kalinga

University

participated

in

Research

Convention with Engineering Science from Central
Zone. The project was ‘Road Wheel Water Car.’
The research convention was in three phase – Poster
Fixing

First day poster fixing work was completed then
second day podium presentation was done. The
project demonstration was presented by Saurav and
Devendra . Research convention was excellent and
there were lots of new projects presented in this
convention. Overall convention was very good.
In Annamalai University the coordinators were very
energetic. They coordinated the convention very
well. The south Indian food was excellent.
Accommodation was given to the students by the
University. And for the mentors guest house was
made available. Apart from this convention we also
participated in cultural program presented by
students of the Annamalai University.

Cultural Program in
Evening

Inaugural Function

All Participants

PARTICIPATION IN TECHNO-MANAGEMENT FESTIVAL
AT IIT GUWAHATI, ASSAM
Kalinga University got an opportunity to be a part of
Adarsh Sharma (EEE VI Sem.), Ankur Mukherjee,
Tech-niche,

the

Annual

Techno-Management

(B. Tech. Mech. VI Sem.}, Prashant Sonwani, (B.

Festival organized by Students Union at IIT

Tech. Mech.

VI Sem.}, Aveneendra Singh, (B.

Guwahati, Assam from 1 st to 4th September 2016. In

Tech. Mech.

VI Sem.} got 3rd prize in Robo War.

this event four students participated from our

Our BOT weight was 53Kg. We also used a weapon

Kalinga University. There were different fields in

in front of BOT which rotated 3000 rpm so that

Robotics Competition– Line Follower, Robo Go

opposition BOT could damage. Total cost of

Cart, Robo Soccer League, Robo Race, Robo Sumo,

making this BOT was Rs. 2.5 Lakh. And this

Deep in Blue, Robo War. Kalinga University

amount was sponsored by Kalinga University.

participated in Robo War event. Our students
ROLE OF BIOTECHNOLOGY - REFRESHER COURSE IN KOLKATA
Kalinga University was invited to be a part of long

After successful participation in all the sessions of

refresher course held on 17th– 30th May, 2017 at

the refresher course certificates were presented to all

Jadhavpur University, Kolkata organized by QIP

the participants by QIP Nodal Cell.

Nodal

Cell,

Department

of

Pharmaceutical

Technology. Kalinga University provides many
beneficial courses to the individual Department for
improving its education system. Dr. Sushma Dubey,
Asst Professor, Department of Biotechnology was
given the opportunity to participate in this program.
The objective of this long refresher course was to
help the participants acquire the modern concepts,
policies and practices of project in Academics as
well as Research, new skills of managing research
work, explore tested and innovative strategies for
improving the Innovations for welfare of human
being, help to know new ideas and innovative
updates. Highly qualified practitioners presented
practical methods and best practices in their
presentations on different topics for the programme.

SUMMIT ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP AT IIT MUMBAI
Asia’s 2nd largest Entrepreneur Summit was

5 min. If the experts find the idea interesting then in

organized in Mumbai on 30th & 31st January 2016 to

the last 5 min. students will be awarded with a

win cheque of Rs. 15 Lakhs in 15 wins.

cheque of Rs. 15 lakh on the spot so that he/she can

In

this

students

of

Chhattisgarh

had

also

set up his/her business. Many Engineering and

participated. Team of 80 students left for IIT

Management students of Raipur city took part in

Mumbai. Students shared their business ideas there.

this competition. Guests and Judges were from very

The most interesting part of this competition was 15

big and popular companies like HTC, Oyo Room,

Win Millionaires in 5 Wins. Students had to tell

etc. In this event many Business Personalities had

about their ideas to the experts. After that experts

shared their success stories.

had put questions based on student’s idea in the next

VNIT & AXIS 2016 AT NAGPUR
Kalinga University got a chance to be a part of

Competition– Line Follower, Robo Go Cart, Robo

VNIT & AXIS 2016 organized by Students Union

Soccer League, Robo Race, Robo Sumo, Deep in

at Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology,

Blue, Robo War. Our University participated in

Nagpur from 23rd to 25th September 2016. In this

Robo War event. Our students Adarsh Sharma (EEE

event four students had participated from Kalinga

VI Sem.), Ankur Mukherjee, (B. Tech. Mech. VI

University. There were different fields in Robotics

Sem.}, Prashant Sonwani, (B. Tech. Mech.

VI

Sem.}, Aveneendra Singh, (B. Tech. Mech. VI

that opposition BOT could be damaged. Total cost

Sem.} got 1st prize in Robo War.

of making this BOT was Rs. 2.5 Lakh. And this

Our BOT weight was 53 Kg. We also used a
weapon in front of BOT which rotated 3000 rpm so

amount was sponsored by Kalinga University.

ACTIVITY REPORT
Title

Science Experiment & Robotics workshop and Education Fair

Venue
Date

Nepal
12th May to 28th May 2017

Team Member

Mr. Randhir Kumar – Kalinga Staff
Mr. Pradeep Kumar – Nepal Office

Participants

145 Students – RETI Institute, Butwal
236 Students – VIE Institute, Butwal
231 Students – White House Bridge Course, Butwal
91 Students – Intel Bridge Course, Pokhara
107 Students – Shree Ram Janki Higher Sec. School, Janakpur
18 Students – Perfect Solution Point, Janakpur
25 Students – Microsoft Info Tech, Janakpur
124 Students – Mass Institute, Rajbiraj
115 Students – Edu Mark, Biratnagar
64 Students – St. Xavier’s Academy, Biratnagar
50 Students – Education Fair, Biratnagar
1206 Students – Total Students

Report Overview:
It was golden opportunity for us to be a part of

about Robot and Robotic Techniques. There were

Education Fair organized in Biratnagar. In this fair

lot

we have provided information about Kalinga

courses,

University to the students, parents and visitors. They

University, approval of Kalinga University and so

had filled a registration form and they got the

on. Apart from this activity the data base was also

information regarding University.

managed.

We had also

distributed flyer those who came to Kalinga
University stall. And we had organized Science
Experiment and Robotics workshop in different
schools in different locations of Nepal. Actually in
Nepal there is a gap of 4 months after 10th exam to
get admission in 11th class, so there is bridge course
run by various institute in which students get
admission and continue their study. So we focus
these students for getting admission in our Courses.
They were highly excited and curious to know more

of

enquiries
Fee

regarding

Structure,

different-different

History

of

Kalinga

ACTIVITY REPORT

Title

Education Fair

Venue
Date

Nepal
22nd Feb. to 10th March 2017

Team Member

Mr. Randhir Kumar – Kalinga Staff
Mr. Pradeep Kumar – Nepal Office

Participants

150 Students – DIGICOM CAN Info – Tech. 2017, Butwal
750 Students – Educare INDIAN Education Fair 2017, Butwal
350 Students – INDIA EDUCATION EXPO 2017, Kathmandu

Report overview:
It was golden opportunity for us to be a part of

shared the features and technique used in this

Education

and

Robotics vehicle. They were highly excited and

Kathmandu, Nepal. Two fair in Butwal and one fair

curious to know more about Robot and Robotic

in Kathmandu, Nepal. In this fair we have provided

Techniques. The students of class 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th

information about Kalinga University, demonstrated

and graduation had participated in the fair. They

and explained about robotic vehicles among

filled a registration form and they had got the

participating students, parents and visitors. In this

information regarding University and Robotics

demonstration we interacted with students and

Vehicle. We had provided diary to the visitors. We

Fair

organized

in

Butwal

had also distributed flyer to those who came to
Kalinga University stall. There were lot of enquiries
regarding different-different courses, Fee Structure,
History of Kalinga University, approval of Kalinga
University and so on.
Following are the activities we did there:
1. Robotics.
2. Counselling & Database collection.
3. Flyer & Kit Distribution.
Apart from this activity I also have given the
training of live development project and assembling
of robotics vehicle to the staff member of Nepal
office. I also managed the

Data

Robotic Demonstration

base.

Registration form filled by the
students
Culture of Nepal at Kalinga Stall

KALINGA UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATED IN AN EDUCATION FAIR AT NEPAL
It was a golden opportunity for Kalinga University

The students of class 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th and

to be a part of Education Fair organized in Butwal

graduation had participated in the fair. They had

and Kathmandu, Nepal from 22nd February to 10th

filled a registration form and they got the

March 2017. Two fairs were organised in Butwal

information regarding University and Robotic

and

Vehicles. Flyers, diaries and kits were distributed

Kathmandu.

regarding

Information

Kalinga

was

the

among people who came to the Stall of Kalinga

demonstration and explanation of robotic vehicles to

University. There were lot of enquiries regarding

the participating students, parents and visitors.

different courses, fees structure, background of

During this demonstration process Mr Randheer

Kalinga University, approval of Kalinga University

Kumar, Faculty of Electronics Dept. and Mr.

and so on. Some activities were also done like

Pradeep

University

presentation on robotic vehicles, counselling and

interacted with students and shared the features and

database collection, etc. Apart from this, a training

techniques used in this robotic vehicles. Spectators

program on life skill development project was given

were highly excited and curious to know more about

as well as assembling of robotic vehicles was

Robots and Robotic techniques.

taught.

Kumar,

University

provided

Kalinga

with

KALINGA ORGANIZES ‘SCIENCE EXPERIMENT AND ROBOTICS WORKSHOP’

Kalinga University has conducted three ‘Science

made live projects, and showed some videos related

Experiment and Robotics Workshop’ from 24th to

to science projects. Students made live projects of

26th November 2016 at three different schools, two

Automatic Street Light.

schools of Samastipur and one school of Patna. The
students of class 10th, 11th and 12th of Techno
Mission

School

and

Central

Public

School,

Samastipur and Gyanodaya Gurukul School, Patna
have participated in this workshop.
It was a golden opportunity for us to do such kinds
of workshops in these schools. In these workshops
we had demonstrated different science projects,

Students were very happy to participate in the
workshop and school management appreciated this
effort. Overall it was good session.

Techno Mission School,
Samastipur

Students learned how to make
Automatic Street Light Project

Robotics Demonstration

Central Public School,
Samastipur

GRAND WORKING SCIENCE MODEL EXHIBITION
AT KALINGA UNIVERSITY

Kalinga University organized a Science Working

Rao, Director of All India Ramanujan Maths Club,

Model Competition in its Academic Complex at

Motivator and Trainer discussed on the importance

Naya Raipur on 21st October, 2016. This event was

and significance of arranging such types of events.

implemented in a grand scale. This program was

He told that the great significance of exhibition is

intended to sow the seeds of new inventions and

that it fosters acquisition of different process skill

innovations on the fertile minds of students as well

leading to the development of multiple faculties of

as teachers to disseminate their existing knowledge.

intelligence in a social context. In such a point of

Working Models on various themes related to

view, it shares very strong theoretical bases of

science were prepared by the students of renowned

scientific attitude and multiple intelligence. Various

school

students from high school and higher secondary

of

Chhattisgarh.

The

program

was

inaugurated by Dr. Mukund Humbarde, Director

level participated in this grand exhibition.

General of Chhattisgarh Council of Science and

Krishna Public School, Bhilai won the first prize

Technology.

with Trophy, Mementos and Rs. 10,000/-cash prize,
second prize Rs. 7000/- went to Delhi Public
School, Rajnandgaon and third prize Rs. 5000/went to Kanger Valley Academy, Raipur for their
outstanding models.

There was constellation of intellectuals in the
inauguration program. Dr. Humbarde shared his
valuable words with the students. Engineer B.N.

All participants were given T-shirts of Kalinga

The program become fruitful with the ardent

University and Certificates of participation. All the

support of Dr. Shilpi Shrivastava, Applied Science

working models were judged by a panel juries.

Department, Dr. Sushma Dubey, Biotechnology

Engineer B. N. Rao, Dr. Kavita Sharma, H.O.D. of

Department, Mr. Aloke Verma, Assistant Professor

Biotechnology

of Physics and Mrs. Shraddha Chaudhary, Assistant

Department,

Government

Girls

College, Devendra Nagar and Dr. Anand Mahalwar,
Chief Proctor of Kalinga University, Naya Raipur.
Dr. Sandeep Gandhi Registrar of Kalinga University
advised the student that science education should be
more experimental than mere conventional talk and
chalk. There are different strategies to change the
teaching learning approach into an experimental
one.
All the participants including the students of the
University, supporting staff and teachers enjoyed
that colourful ambience in a mood of learning
something different.
The program was concluded with the prize giving
ceremony. At the end vote of thanks was given by
Dr. Vivek Inder Kochar, Academic Head of Kalinga
University.

Professor of Botany .

ROAD SAFETY IS A STATE OF MIND, ACCIDENT IS AN ABSENCE OF MIND
Kalinga University organized a workshop on
‘Traffic Awareness’ on 20th July 2016 for the
students. More than 500 students participated in this
workshop. Mr. T. K. Bhoi and Mr. Rajesh Thakur
were the Guest Speaker on the occasion. The
number of road accidents is increasing every day,
keeping this in mind Kalinga University made an
important attempt to make the staff members,
students and bus drivers aware of the road safety
rules and regulations.

The key activities of the workshop included
awareness on road safety measures and to prepare
future safe drivers by inculcating good habits of
following traffic rules. It was conducted to educate
students about the right road safety practices so as to
keep them safe while they are on roads.

Mr.T. K.

Bhoi addressed the students and

emphasized on traffic rules to be followed at traffic
signals, zebra crossing. Precautions to be taken by
pedestrians and by people especially children while
crossing the road.

The workshop also emphasized on the ill effects of
not following traffic rules. The students were also
shown how traffic police regulates traffic manually
in the absence of red light due to power failure.
The students were also acquainted with the basic
safety rule like wearing helmet, seat belt, driving
within speed limits, not using mobile phones while
driving,

etc.

The

workshop

was

inspiring,

motivational and informative. Also present during
the workshop were Dr. R. Shridhar, Mr. R.K.Singh,
faculty members among others.

ROBOTICS WORKSHOP IN BALODA
Kalinga

University

had

conducted

‘Science

Experiment and Robotics Workshop’ in Gurukul
Public School, Baloda on 3rd January 2017. The
students of class 11th and 12th participated in this
workshop. It was a golden opportunity for us to do
such kind of workshop in this school. In this

workshop we have demonstrated many science
projects. In this
demonstration we interacted with students and
shared the features and techniques used in these
Robots. They were highly excited to know more
about Robot and Robotics Technique. Students were
very happy to participate in such kind of workshop.

School Management appreciated this effort. Overall
it was an excellent experience.

KALINGA UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATED IN ROBO- BOT WORKSHOP

On 15th October 2016 a Robo-Bot – Robotics demonstration was organized by IIT, Guwahati at N.H. Goel
World School, Raipur. It was a golden opportunity for us to be a part of that workshop. In this workshop Mr.
Randhir Kumar of Kalinga University demonstrated and ran Robo-Bot. In this demonstration he interacted
with students and shared the features and techniques used in this ROBO-BOT. Students of N.H.Goel School
were highly excited and curious to know more about Robot and Robotics Technique. They were also
expecting Robotics Workshop to be conducted in their campus to design and develop such powerful Robot. If
it materializes then they can participate in various Science Exhibitions, Robotics Project competition and other
technical competition organized by CBSE, NCERT, Government and Private Bodies.

Team KU with ROBO-BOT ,
Principal & Teachers of N.H. Goel School

WORKSHOP ON CONTEMPORARY MODEL MAKING

Mr. Rahul Rathor, HOD, Civil Engg. Dept. and Mr.
Devesh

Keshwani

attended

a

workshop

on

Contemporary Model Making on 27th September
2016 along with the thirty students of the
department. This workshop was conducted at Amity
University, Raipur.

The training was imparted by the renowned model
maker Mr. Naaz Rizvi. Out of 150 participants our
five students were selected in top thirty and finally
Ashutosh Bhaskar, B.Tech. Civil Sem.V stood first
and Manish Yadav, B. Tech. Civil. Sem.VII got
third prize.

WORKSHOP ON ‘MODERN TEACHING TECHNIQUES OF MATHEMATICS’

A day long workshop on modern Teaching

of Indian University of Science Research Division,

Techniques of Mathematics was organized in

Dr. Rama Devi Pani attracted every one with her

Kalinga on 27th July 2016. This workshop was done

experience and effective research. She described the

in collaboration with District Education Office,

simple teaching methods to learn complex topics of

Raipur. In this workshop around 140 people

mathematics. She also described the glory of the

participated. Teachers of 11 th and 12th from different

Guru. During this moment Dr. B.N. Rao, Dr.

blocks

Santosh Mahajan also expressed their views.

of

Chhattisgarh:

Arang,

Dharsiwan,

Mahasamund and Abhanpur were present. The head

MARKETING TRAINING
Training on marketing was conducted on 25th March

team. This training program was conducted at

2017

Seminar Hall of Kalinga.

in

order

to

enhance

the

perspective,

personality and exposure of Kalinga’s marketing

Mrs. Fozia Usman was the key note speaker. This

Mrs Fozia Usman was the second speaker of the

program developed the inner hidden abilities of the

day. She deliberated her efforts towards importance

participants. Ms. Dipti Mishra was the first speaker.

of stress management, time management, gender

She conducted a psychometric test, which was

equality and sexual harassment at work place for a

performed in a close observation through which she

360* development of personalities of participants.

tried to locate the fears, barriers and hurdles of
one’s personality and identified the key working
areas.
GOOD PREPARATION IN LESS TIME
A one day seminar was conducted on the topic

should prepare time table and study accordingly. Dr.

‘How to make good preparation and read for

Warwandkar encouraged students to do meditation

exams’. Dr. Ajit Warwandkar gave his master

during intervals. For proper result in the exam,

mantra to the students of Kendriya

Vidyalaya,

students are required to read continuously for three

Dindayal Upadhyay Nagar, Raipur. The moment

hours at the time of the examination. In the

was of seminar conducted by Kalinga University on

program, the Principal of the school Mr. S. K.

the topic ‘Study Habits’. Speaker of the program Dr.

Mishra, Ms. Geetu and Asst. Prof. of Kalinga

Warwandkar gave useful information to the students

University Mrs. Shraddha Choudhary and Mr.

to get success in examinations. He said that students

Akshat Kudesia were also present.

DELNET VISIT REPORT
Mrs. Jaishree Lawatre attended the annual DELNET

retro-conversion purposes. These software are based

meeting on April 20, 2017 at DELNET campus,

on MARC-21, AACR-II and LCSH standards.

Delhi. This meeting was headed by Dr. H. K. Koul

DELNET Software produces are created to enable

& Dr. J. P.Das. Main Purpose of meeting was to

libraries to automate their libraries. These software

impart knowledge of library updating. They had

perform

discussed about the online sources and using the

DELNET provides DELPLUS software free of cost

technologies in developing library. They had also

to the member-libraries for library automation

mentioned that the efforts must be done with respect

purposes.

to library software “DELPLUS”, developed By

Circulation, OPAC, and Report Generation Modules

“DELNET”.

and can also be integrated with Bar Code solutions.

They appraised that DELNET offers software
solutions to libraries for library management and

necessary

It

has

and

sufficient

Acquisition,

operations.

Cataloguing,

Those libraries that are interested in using DELNET
software products are advised to get in touch with
them.

PARTICIPATION IN DELNET RESOURCES, SERVICES & FACILITIES AND OPEN SOURCE
SOFTWARE FOR LIBRARIES

One day workshop was organized by DELNET in
collaboration with Sarojini Naidu Govt. Girls PG
College, Bhopal , (MP). Theme of the workshop
was ‘DELNET Resources, Services & Facilities
and Open Source Software for Libraries’ on
27.08.2016. Dr. Anand Mahalwar & Mrs. Jaishree
Lawatre participated in this workshop on behalf of
Kalinga.
The whole workshop was taken by Dr. Sangeeta
Kaul, Network Manager, DELNET, New Delhi.
She basically organized this workshop to promote
their library automation software and some other
schemes related to the digitalization of the library.
We acquired knowledge about the process of using
DELNET, introduction about DELNET’s free
library automation software (DELNET Plus),
Services which we can request from DELNET
(like-loan library facility, need of any special
article, books, etc). Rest of the part was promotion
of DELNET membership, their software packages,
etc.

CAREER COUNSELING SEMINAR AT KALINGA UNIVERSITY
Around 65 student of Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya,

counselling seminar was organized for the students.

Saraipali visited campus of Kalinga. A career

Assistant Professor of Biotechnology Department

Mrs. Shraddha Choudhary gave a presentation on
‘Careers in Biotechnology. She gave a brief
introduction of Biotechnology subject and explained
the future technology and vast job opportunities in
it.
Registrar of Kalinga University Dr. Sandeep Gandhi
and other Professors and teachers blessed the
students with their valuable words. Vice Principal of
JNV Mrs. Geeta was honoured by the Registrar of
Kalinga University with a shawl and souvenir. She
said that with such an event
students learn about new career options. Narendra
Kumar Kulmita, while expressing his blessings ,
told it very informative.

BIOTECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
Kalinga University, Raipur has conducted two days
Biotechnology workshop on 09th & 10th February
2017 in our campus for students. The workshop was
organized by Rupture Biotech, Bhopal. Mr. Apurva
Khare, Research Associate and his team had given
lectures on the following topics like Scope and
approach in herbal drugs, Nano-Biotechnology
seminar and its uses, etc. The workshop laboratory
session like Green synthesis of Nano particles,
Antimicrobial testing of herbal extracts by disc
diffusion method and well punch method and
Immobilization of yeast cells in Sodium Alginate
were very informative and knowledgeable.

‘The Industrial Biotechnology and its Market
Research Areas’ lecture was given by Dr. R.
Shridhar Iyenger, Associate Professor. His session

was

very

interesting

and

effective

for

all

participants.
The

workshop

laboratory

session

was

very

interesting and students learnt about making of
Silver

Green

Synthesis

of

Nano

Particles,

Antimicrobial testing of herbal extracts by disc
diffusion method and well punch method and
immobilization of yeast cells in Sodium Alginate.
The students had done workshop laboratory very
sincerely. The workshop was very knowledgeable
for all the students and teachers.

WORKSHOP ON MEDIUM OF EXPRESSION

One day workshop on Medium of Expression was

participated in the workshop held at University

organized on behalf of Kalinga and PHD Chamber

campus. In this students, Businessmen and Bloggers

of Commerce on 23rd August 2016. Over 150 people

were present. Chief Guest of the program was Mr.

Ajay Pandey, Commissioners of Excise and Custom

Guests, Head of University’s Management and

Dept. and was chaired by Mr. Shashank Rastogi,

Commerce Dept. Dr. R. S. Shridhar, presented his

Chairman, PHD Chamber of Commerce. Apart from

views and distributed certificates to everyone.

WORKSHOP IN COLUMBIA INSTITUTE ON ‘BE BOLD FOR CREATIVITY’
A workshop on ‘Creativity Edge Life Skill’ theme

confidence, you increase your creativity and you

was jointly organized by the Creative Mind Society

can easily reach the destination. Creativity is all

and the Columbia Group of Institutes. In this

within; we just need to bring it out. At the same

workshop motivator Dr. Ajit Warwandkar, Maths

time, Engineer Rao, changing the subject, said that

Expert Er. B. N. Rao, founder of CSVTU Dr. B. K.

if you are self evaluable, you can bring out a hidden

Sthapak and Registrar of Kalinga University Dr.

talent.

Sandeep Gandhi shared their ideas. Dr. Warwandkar

motivational speeches. Meanwhile other members

said that if we think that we have a victory ahead of

of the creative society, including Mr. Kishor

fear, then it will be a matter of rhetoric, because

Jadwani, Director of Creative Society were also

how will you win if you have fear? Therefore it is

present.

Apart

from

this

there

were

several

important to be fearless. By increasing self-

TRAINING CONDUCTED BY TRAFFIC POLICE FOR DRIVERS & HELPERS
Kalinga University conducted a training programme

Kalinga

on traffic rules and regulations at Maruti Driving

programme.

School in collaboration with Traffic Police, Raipur
on 16th November 2016. The training programme
was all about traffic rules, safety measures and sign
boards which is very important topic of concern
presently. These are being overlooked by all of us.
Officials said that this is the root of all unfortunate
accidents. Most of the bus drivers and conductors of

University

attended

the

training

Name of the participants are Baldev Sahu, Deepak
Madak, Deepak Yadav, Ashok Singh, Ranjeet
Dhiwar and Deepesh Madak, etc . There was no
sufficient space for seating together at a time so, the
session was conducted twice with two different
lectures.

SEMINAR ON CAREER OPPORTUNITY IN DEFENSE FORCE
Lot of questions arise in the minds of youth about

career. In this context, a seminar on career

their career and in which field they make their

opportunity in Defense Force was organized on 14th

July 2016 at Kalinga University in the seminar hall.

themselves to achieve it. He told in the session that

The chief speaker Captain Deepak Kumar told the

Doctors, Engineers and Teachers can also make

students about the army and many other related

their career in this area.

knowledgeable things. He told the students to take

Dr. R. Shridhar, Mr. R. K. Singh, Mrs. Shraddha

some time for them and try to identify themselves.

Choudhary and Mr. Sanjeev Yadav were present on

He encouraged the students to choose their goal

behalf of Kalinga University in the program.

according to their personality and to dedicate

IF TEACHERS WILL COME TO THE SCHOOLS REGULARLY
THEN CHILDREN’S PRESENCE WILL ALSO BE 100%
Work has been started on the roadmap that was

Linking children to pre-classroom knowledge.

created to improve the quality of education in the

Assessment by objective questions.

district and to improve the exam results of primary

Painting on the walls of the schools.

and higher secondary schools. In a meeting

Parental participation in schools.

organized

Incentives to regular students.

in the assembly

hall of Kalinga

University, the District Education Officer Mr. A. N.

Teaching

Banjara said that this time with experimental work,

Education.

weekly tests and evaluation will be conducted in

Continuous

schools. He also presented the report card of

Writing.

different Development Blocks. Various instructions

Presenting copies (Note Books) of meritorious

were given for increasing the no. of ‘A’ Grade with

students to the other students.

improvements in the exam results. Principals were

Sports activities in each school.

encouraged to make their Schools Smart. DEO in

Increasing the ability to speak, read or write in

order to improve the quality of education and exam

children.

results of School Management of Primary and

In schools where there will be lack of teachers

Secondary School, has instructed to take the

there will be a mobile teacher.

following steps:

Attendance of Students will be monitored

Keeping school premises and classes always
clean.

&

Learning
Evaluation

under
of

Innovative

Sources

and

through telephones.
Education Department will include innovative
teachers in the mobile team of middle schools.

On this occasion the Registrar of Kalinga

S. Chouhan, Assistant Project officer-V.K.

University- Dr. Sandeep Gandhi , DEO- Dr. R.

Tiwari and others were present.

TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR BUS DRIVERS
On 16th Oct 2016 a training programme for bus

How to drive?

drivers was organized at Holy Cross School,

Do not drive in a drunken state.

Pension Bada, Raipur. All the transportation staff of

Do not drive fast.

Kalinga University had participated in the training

Do not use mobile while driving.

program. It was an hour program in which Mr. S. P.

Keep the vehicles clean.

Hirwani provided several information regarding

Always stop at the right stoppage.

road Traffic rules like -

It was a very interactive and learning session cum
training programme for the transportation staff of
the University.

Educational Tours

INDUSTRIAL TOUR TO BHILAI STEEL PLANT

Students

of

fourth

and

sixth

semesters

of

Mechanical Department went to Bhilai Steel Plant
for one day Industrial tour on 18.04.2017 along with
the faculties Mr. Akshay Kumar, Mechanical
Department, Ms. Gauri Upadhyay, Department of
Mathematics & Mr. Arup Haldar, TPO.

Students were very much enthusiastic to learn the
process of manufacturing of different products and
various machinery operations. They visited Rail
Mill, Blast Furnace, Coke Over Gas Plant and Plate
Mill in the plant.

Students had also witnessed different machineries,
equipments and its usage in industrial purpose. The
team was lead by Mr. Vasudev R. Rao , Senior
Operator, RSM, BSP. He gave all the conceptual
clarity and important information about the plant
and the production. Students were very grateful to

the organization for the immense support and
guidance.

INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO PRAKASH INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Students of Kalinga University went for an

Industries Limited, Champa at 12.30 pm. Mr. S.K.

industrial visit to Prakash Industries Limited,

Singh, Training Officer,PIL, Champa introduced

Champa on 17th Feb. 2017. Approx. 150 students

about the production of Iron and Silco Magnize &

from Mechanical and MBA Departments took part

Other HR Departments. The visit came to an end at

in this visit along with Ms. Priyanka Pandey,

3.00 pm. They left the premises at 3.30 pm.

Faculty of Computer Science, Mrs. Arushi Gupta,

It was an informative, interesting and a successful

TPO and Dr. D.M. Sahu, Transport In-charge of

visit. Students of Mechanical Engineering &

Kalinga University.

Management students had learnt production and
process of iron making and learnt about the

All the students assembled in the city office at 7 am.
and left for Champa by bus. They reached Prakash

management system.

Activity Report

Title

College Visit

Venue
Date

Chhatrapati Shivaji Institute of Technology, Bhilai
8th June 2017

Team Member

Mr. Randhir Kumar– Faculty of Kalinga University
Mr. Ram Narayan – Kalinga Staff

Students of Robotics along with faculties visited

Blue, Robo War. But we decided to participate in 4

CSIT campus for Robotics Arena so that same

out of 7 fields of competition. Which was Robo Go

Robotics Arena can be made in our Kalinga Campus

Cart, Robo Soccer, Robo Race, Robo Sumo.

for conducting tech fest and other Robotics
competition. There are total 7 fields in Robotics
Competition– Line Follower, Robo Go Cart, Robo
Soccer League, Robo Race, Robo Sumo, Deep in

We met the Registrar and the TPO and discussed
about Robotics competition and knew about the
rules and regulation of the tech fest.

AMARKANTAK TRIP
A wonderful tour with lots of positivity and fun was

They visited Amarkantak, surrounded by a rich

organized by Kalinga University for students on

variety of flora with enchanting lush green forest

9/4/2017.

belt and mesmerizing waterfalls. Apart from having

Students were under guidance of two

faculty in-charges and a lab attendant for the visit.

religious
importance

as

origin

of

Narmada

River,

Amarkantak is a very good tourist spot with a
soothing weather. It is approx 206 Km from Raipur.
It took about 9-10 hours to visit from Raipur.
Students enjoyed this long distance trip filled with
enthusiasm, singing songs all through the tour. They
were full of positive energy to visit Amarkantak’s
famous waterfall.
shower.

Students enjoyed waterfall

had dinner in Bilaspur and reached Raipur around
5:00 am on 10/4/17. All the students were dropped
safely at their residences and hostels.

It was a

wonderful experience having a trip with students at
this time of the year, as it helps to get relief from
peak summer temperatures, and to enrich the bond
between students and faculties.

The University provided two buses for this visit and
also funded all the expenses of Madhya Pradesh
Border Entry Fees for all students and staffs. The
trip started around 5:30 am from Raipur and
students reached Amarkantak Narmada Temple
around 2:30 pm, had lunch at the hill and then
enjoyed the waterfall at Kapil Dhara. The return
journey started around 7:00 pm from Kapil Dhara,

EDUCATIONAL FIELD TRIP TO SIRPUR RAIPUR
Field trip on 4th February 2017 was organized by
Kalinga University for students from BA I, II and
III year to give students educational experiences
apart from their regular university environment.
The purpose of this tour was to make students aware
about history of Chhattisgarh’s culture.
Students learn more by physically seeing the reallife application of the lessons that they study in the
class rooms. Students to understood and appreciated
the importance and relevance of the trip as they are
learning the same things theoritically.

The students visited the famous Laxman Temple
dedicated to lord Vishnu, Buddhist Monasteries
(Viharas), Gandheshwar Temple, Anand Prabhu
Kutir Vihara and Swastika Vihara and the excavated
Tivaradeva Mahavihara and the Museum.

TRIP TO SIRPUR AND BARNAVAPARA
On 21th March 2017 picnic trip was organized by

Mechanical Engineering & Computer Science and

University for its Mechanical Engineering and

BCA (II) 2nd Semester. The University had provided

Computer Science Department. The trip was for the

transport facility for the trip.

students of B. Tech 4th & 6th Semesters of

EDUCATIONAL TRIP TO GANGREL DAM, RUDRI, DHAMTARI
On 13th April 2017 one day educational trip
organized

by

Department

of

Mechanical

Engineering to Gangrel Dam, Rudri ,Dhamtari for
B. Tech. 4th and 6th Sem. students.
The students had learnt about the generation of
electricity from the Kaplan Turbine. They had
gained practical knowledge about the power
generation from 1.2 MW unit, its constructional
details

and

working

procedure.

The students were escorted and greeted by Mr. S.
N. Shukla, DM, Water Management Dept. He
organized a field trip for the students and cleared
their each and every doubt from Mechanical and
Civil engineering point of view. Students gained a
lot of practical knowledge from this field trip.

Cultural Activities

ANNUAL FUNCTION
Kalinga university celebrated its annual day
function and prize distribution ceremony at its Naya
Raipur campus on Thursday, March 9th 2017 in a
grand manner. The program included mesmerizing
performances like singing, dancing, scintillating
fashion show, drama, nukked natak, standup
comedy, etc.

Many distinguished personalities were also present
to grace the occasion. All the dignitaries were
welcomed by the chairman Dr. Rajeev Kumar &
Chancellor Dr. Sandeep Arora. The Registrar of the
university Dr. Sandeep Gandhi delivered a report on
the year round achievement of the University.
Program

commenced

with

the

lighting

of

Shri Prem Prakash Pandey, Minister of Higher

ceremonial lamp at the hands of invited dignitaries.

Education was the honorable chief guest of the

This was followed by Saraswati Vandana by Ms

function. He delivered very motivating & inspiring

Pallavi Jakate, Asst. Prof., Civil Department and

speech on the occasion and applauded the students

welcome dance by Shreya Mullick, Civil

for their achievements & performances. Chief quest

Sem. VI.

in his address pointed the importance of discipline
& punctuality in student’s life for strong career
building.

Dept.,

There after the ramp show depicted talent in three
rounds viz traditional, western & indo western. The
uniqueness of this show was that all the dresses
were designed by the students of Kalinga University
under the guidance of Mrs. Savitri Sapre & Mrs.
Neha Soni. The beauty of dresses coupled with the
graceful presentations by the students mesmerized
the spectators. Later the dance

performance

enthralled the huge audience assembled in the
function.

All the students participated in the different events
were awarded with the citations & mementos. The
whole event was anchored by Mrs. Shraddha
Chaudhary & Ms. Suman Mahto. The overall
incharge of the event was Mr. Vijay Bhushan. The
program ended with the sumptuous dinner for all.

ANAND MELA CELEBRATIONS AT KALINGA
The Anand Mela celebration was grand and

of attraction in which different food items, sweets,

successful event which held on 8th March 2017. The

desserts, cold drinks were available. Many stalls of

function was presided over by the chairman Dr.

fun games were attracting the students very much.

Rajeev Kumar.
The program started with the inauguration of mela
by ribbon cutting ceremony by hon. Chairman of
Kalinga Dr. Rajeev Kumar. It was followed by
Punjabi Martial Art ‘Gatka’ performed by our
student Harjot Singh (BBA) and his team from
outside.
During the mela blood donation camp was also
conducted by Model Blood Bank, Dr. B. R.
Ambedkar Memorial Hospital, Raipur, free eye
check up by Lions Club and free health check up by
Kalinga University. These stalls gained lot of
appreciation.

Presence of RJ Arjun in the mela and all the
different activities conducted by him was enjoyed
the most. The different stalls were the main source

The details of stall are here under.
Sr. No.
Name of Stall
1

Cold & Crusty

2

Ice cream
&
Sugarcane Shop

3

Krazy Chinese

4

BBA Rockers

5

Flavors of Kalinga

7
8

Chhote Miya
&
Bade Miya
Herbal Life
Yummii Bite

9

Sejwani Tadka

6

10

Flavours of Nepal

Participants Name
Rashi, Deepika, Akansha, Manisha,
Deepti, Minal, Priya, Kush, Nilesh,
Gangaram
Pritesh, Lokesh, Suraj, Shailesh, Hira
Singh, Romnath, Rahul

Items
Paneer-Tikaa, Bread
Bhelpuri, Dabeli, Mogito

Deepika Chandani, Gourav Krishnani,
Simran Raghwani, Yugal Kishor Sahu, Sai
Sachine, Akash Pawar
Abdul Hussin, Pankaj, Aayushi, Akanksha,
Prasang, Hardeep, Rohan, Alpana, Monika
Pooja Dewangan, R. Jayant, Komal
Tiwari, Amlan Mansai, Swapnil Nishad,
Rashmi Sahu, Tarun Shori, Nikhil Joshi,
Sourabh Soni, K. Shri Harsh
Ramehwari Sahu, Puran Dwangan,
Kalpana Jaiswal, Anubhav Vishwakarma

Choumine, Heart Lollipop,
Fire Rolls, Green Chilly,
Pan Ladoo
Juices & Games

Vasu Shankar Sahu, Subir Sarkar
Harsha, Diksha, Mubarka, Rishu
Dhirendra Tripathi, Manish Yadav

Wellness Products
Cutlets and Fast Food items
Sejwan Rice, Veg Paneer
Roll, Chuski
Nepali Dishes & Momos

Students from Nepal

Ice cream, Sugarcane
Juice

Drinks and Squashes

Desi Chatpata Food

ART AND CRAFT
Kalinga university firmly believes that art and craft
plays a significant role in our education system,
nevertheless today it has been reduced to a ‘hobby’
or a ‘leisure activity’ which is useful in school only
on special occasions like the Annual Day, or when
school is holding an exhibition.

We realize that advantages of art are many -not only
the children develop aesthetic sense but they also
learn a number of life skills like endurance,

perseverance, creativity, problem-solving, dealing

introduce a wide variety of competitions so that

with disappointments, etc.

students feel empowered and any creative work is
no longer a challenge for them.

Art broadens the horizon of the students. They learn

Various activities and competitions are conducted

about different mediums, techniques, forms of art,

all round the year. During the annual fest Kalinga

etc. They apply these ideas into making creative

Utsav mehandi, nail art, rangoli, flower decoration,

projects. model making, charts, files, etc at once

salad decoration, best out of waste, painting and

become doable for them. This in turn increases their

many other competitions were organised.

confidence and self esteem.

Students exhibited their talents in the best possible
ways in order to give cut throat competition to each
other. All the winners of the competitions were
honoured with the medals and certificates.

Keeping in mind the long-term benefits of an art we
conducted lot many art and craft competitions with
the aim of getting the students to ‘think and create’–
not merely ‘do as directed’. Care has been taken to

CSVTU’S YOUTH FEST
It was golden opportunity for all to be a part of

students and shared about Kalinga University. They

CSVTU’s Youth Fest organized by Students Union

were highly excited and curious to know more about

at Chhatrapati Shivaji Institute of Technology,

Kalinga University. Two Faculties of Kalinga

Bhilai from 10th to 12th April 2017. In this event

University Mr. Randhir Kumar and Mrs. Aarushi

Ankur

Gupta had participated in this event.

Mukherjee-

B.Tech.

Mech.

Sem.VI

participated from Kalinga University. There were
total seven fields in Robotics Competition- Line
Follower, Robo Go Cart, Robo Soccer League,
Robo Race, Robo Sumo, Deep in Blue, Robo War.
Ankur had participated in the four events. i.e. Robo
Go Cart, Robo Soccer, Robo Race, Robo Sumo. He
got first prize in Robo Race.

One Stall of Kalinga University was also arranged.
In this stall information about Kalinga University
was provided to all the participating students,
parents and visitors. In this event we interacted with

FANCY DRESS COMPETITION
Kalinga University enjoyed the fancy dress show

The participants who proved their mettle to depict

with great fun & joy. It portrayed the brilliance of

the character as a real one were honoured by the

multi talented students across the different domains

Chairman Dr. Rajiv kumar.

of students.
The long hours magnificent show represented the
dress from rural India to abroad and characters from
earthly world to eternal world. The makeup,
costume, dialogues delivery of the participants kept
the audience spell bound. The rich talent of boys &
girls depicted the affluent aptitude of the students at
large.

Ravneet, Akash & Saurabh Bhoi exhibited the
characters of Eunuchs & won the first prize. Vinay
Verma won second prize as a Ravana. Narendra as a
Charlie form Charlie-Chaplin was given third prize.
Other characters of Wamp, Traffic Signal, Teejan
Bai, Farmer, Peacock also gained the appreciation
of audience.

FASHION SHOW ON THE OCCASION OF REPUBLIC DAY
On the occasion of Republic Day ‘Fashion Show’
was organised in the University Campus on 26
January 2017. The students of Kalinga participated
with great enthusiasm. Khadi, Suti, Kosa were the
main cloth material which participants chose to
highlight in this show as per the gravity of the
occasion.
The dresses were designed by the students of
Kalinga. Designers succeeded to win lot of
appreciation from the audience.
MR. AND MISS BEST OUTFIT ICON 2017
Mr. and Miss Best Outfit Icon 2017 contest was
sponsored by Kalinga University and Nav Bharat
Group. This event was conducted at Ambuja Mall
on 30 April 2017. Large number of contestants had
participated in this event to showcase their talent. A
good gathering of fashion lovers was congregated to
eyewitness the show. Mr. Promod Dubey, Mayor,
Raipur Municipal Corporation was the Chief Guest
of the show. He distributed the prizes and
certificates to all the winners.

MR. AND MISS FACE OF CHHATTISGARH 2017
A pompous event ‘Mr. and Miss Face of
Chhattisgarh 2017’ was organised at City Centre
Mall, Pandari. Kalinga University had also
participated in this event. Miss Prachi Chandrakar
won the title of Miss Funky.

CARNIVAL NAI DUNIYA RAIPUR MAHOTSAV

It was organized by Kalinga University and Nai
Duniya on 2nd April 2017 at Science College. This
was the state level fashion show. Students
participated from all the corners of the state. They
got enormous appreciation from audience.

INDEPENDENCE DAY

The 70th Independence Day on 15th August 2016
was celebrated with great zeal and enthusiasm in the
university campus on Monday. Dr Rajeev Kumar,
Chairman of Governing Body, Kalinga University
was the chief guest of the program. He hoisted the
national flag. Various colourful cultural activities
were conducted which enthralled the audience with
patriotic

fervour.

The

program

began

garlanding the portraits of Mahatma

with

& Bharat

Mata.

KIDS CARNIVAL
Dainik Bhaskar and Kalinga University had jointly

Greens located in Cheri Kheri, Raipur. In this two

organised Kids – Students Carnival. Students gave

days

unmatched cultural performances in the carnival.

information about the activities of their institutions.

Apart from this young children showed their

Minister Shri Ajay Chandrakar was the Chief Guest

imagination through art of painting, drawing and

at the closing ceremony. He said every parent have

sketching.

had

a dream of giving good education to their child.

participated in the carnival held at the Shamrock

This event of Dainik Bhaskar was such a platform.

Several

educational

institutes

program,

parents

and

children

gave

Apart from this his appeal was to all the parents that

Whatever life parents give to their children, their

besides education children should participate in the

childhood should not be taken away. Let children

activities like art; craft etc. The Commissioner of

live the life of fun and freedom. Students of Kalinga

the Election Commission chaired the program and

University performed Panthi Dance. In this carnival,

said that due to parents children become capable.

Kalinga University won the best presentation award.

REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION
Kalinga University commemorated the Republic
Day on 26th January 2017 by paying glowing
tributes to numerous unsung heroes of Indian
freedom struggle. This auspicious and vibrant
occasion was witnessed by the honourable Chief
Guest Dr. Rajeev Kumar, Chairman, Kalinga
University.

On this propitious day, special invitees, professors,
staffs and students were present to mark this
national

festival.

Different

mesmerizing

performances were enthusiastically presented by the
staff and students.

The chief guest unfurled the national tricolor,
followed by the national anthem. Vibrant March
Past was done & Guard of Honor was given by the
NCC cadets.

NAI DUNIYA RAIPUR MAHOTSAV
Kalinga University and Nai Duniya press had jointly

A Fashion-show was also organized and students

organized ‘Raipur Mahotsav’. When the students of

from many Universities like Mats, Kalinga, etc

Kalinga University performed the Panthi Dance of

participated. They displayed Designer attires like

Satnam Dharmic culture, the viewers were surprised

Indo–western dresses, Traditional Dresses, etc.

and stunned. The youth danced like a skilled dancer
parties, drums & feet in tune with rhythm. Also in
the middle, the youth started singing songs in the
melodious voice and forced the people to dance and
enjoy. Aakash Sharma and Lalendra Tiwari of our
University sang many bollywood romantic songs.
Bhanupratap performed a solo dance. The people
who arrived in the festival enjoyed a lot in the
cultural program. In a talent show, Laxmi Narayan
of Kalinga University gave a comic performance in
Chhattisgarhi dialect and made the audience laugh
a lot.

Some won the hearts of people with the sense of
classical dance and some danced on the songs based
on the newest tunes of the new era. By presenting

Students gained the viewer’s attention with the

Classical dance Katthak in Western music Shreya

glorious presentation of folk dances. The viewers

Mallik of our University gained huge applause.

got up and danced from their seats.

Kalinga University was very happy to be a part of
this

fest

on 29th

March to 2nd

April 2017

organized by Nai Dunia, Raipur in collaboration
with Kalinga University. In all these events our
students actively participated.
There were different events i.e. group dance, solo
dance, solo song, group songs, stand up comedy,
fashion show, etc . Our student Aakash Sharma
participated in solo song and got public attentions
during the program,

Our student Shreya Mullick participated in solo

University and shared the qualities of University

dance, Kshama and group participated in Retro

with students and visitors.

group dance

and

Vinay Verma

and

group

participated in Chhattisgarhi group dance.

Dr. Sushma Dubey was the overall in charge of the
fest. The program was co-ordinated by Ms Manila

All students of Fashion show were selected for the

Chandrakar, Ms Pooja Chandrakar, Ms Sonam

final round. Two stalls of Kalinga University were

Dubey, Ms Jaya chandrakar, Mr. Rahul Rathore,

arranged at Science college ground. In these stalls

Mr.Honey Gour, Mr Deepak Verma and Mr.

we had provided information about Kalinga

Randheer.

Sports Activities

KALINGA UNIVERSITY ANNUAL SPORTS 2017 BEGINS WITH GUSTO
Annual Sports 2017 commenced with great

physical, mental and psychological fitness, he

enthusiasm, pomp and show at Kalinga University,

added.

Raipur. All the students were divided into eight

The annual sports continued for six days where all

groups. This event started with the motivational

kinds of outdoor games and indoor games were

speech of Dr. Sandeep Arora, Chancellor, which

played. It included Cricket, Football, Volleyball,

engrossed the participants and audience. He stressed

Badminton, Table Tennis, Long Jump and Kho-

that each student is required to play at least one

Kho, Carrom, Chess, Sprint 100 meters, etc.

game. Sport kindles the spirit of brotherhood,
friendliness and companionship. It fills us the sense
of punctuality, team spirit and balances the life with

The whole function ended with vibrant prize
distribution ceremony.

ALL INDIA UNIVERSITY WUSHU COMPETITION- 2016
Students of Kalinga University exhibited their
outstanding performance in All India University
Wushu Competition- 2016 held at Punjab
University Campus, Patiala from 25th to 28th
September, 2016. Prateek Singh from MBA Dept.
and Amit Chandrakar student of B. Tech. from
Kalinga University won 2nd and 3rd Prize combating
in a cut throat competition against Punjab
University and Banaras Hindu University.

after the weight measurement and category
selection, Prateek Singh fought with his counterpart
from North Eastern Hill University and won the
match successfully. Winning back to back
throughout the four qualifying matches against
daredevil opponents Prateek reached at the pinnacle
of success and got silver finally. On the other hand
Amit Chandrakar made his fabulous journey up to
semifinal securing 3rd position against BHU.

Two students along with a faculty Mr. Sanjeev
Yadav commenced their journey on 23rd of Sept.
from Raipur and reached there on 24th Sept. After
completing the official paper work they attended the
meeting on 25th September for reviewing the rules
and regulations of the match. On 26th September

Finally in the dazzling evening Director of Sports,
Punjab University awarded the winners with medals
and told that Kalinga University from Chhattisgarh,
the only participating University from the state had
stood out and shone with its unique performance.

KALINGA STARTED INTERNATIONAL GYMNASIUM
At the campus of Kalinga University, Naya Raipur,

provide proper number of tools like multi gyms.

the President of the University Sponsor Committee

treadmills, weights, mirrors and soft music, etc to

Dr. Rajeev Kumar inaugurated the functioning of

create the proper environment of exercise. Mr.

the international level gymnasium. The program

Sanjeev Yadav, Sports Coach of Kalinga University

was started with the worship of god Hanuman

informed that this gymnasium will be available for

placed in the gymnasium room. In this universal

the students as well as staff of the Kalinga

gymnasium, arrangements have been made to

University.

CLOSING CEREMONY OF SPORTS & CULTURAL FESTIVAL
Kalinga University became the winner in discus
The closing ceremony of the games & cultural

throw. The chief guest of the program was Mr.

festival held in the campus of Hidayatullah National

Santosh Mishra, Secretary of Chhattisgarh State

Law University on

Tourism Dept. He gave three suggestions to make

25th February 2017.

life worth while in his explanation while addressing.
Shri Mishra said that help those people who are

unable to help you. Every year be versatile in a new

Badminton etc were organised. The participant’s

genre and try to get acquainted with diverse culture.

aggression in all the games was noticed. In cricket
SSI.PAT College defeated Mats University by 6

The closing ceremony was chaired by the Vice-

wickets to win the Championship. During the

Chancellor Professor Dr. Sukh Pal Singh of HNLU.

festival University campus has been a witness to the

From morning on the last day of the festival Cricket,

enthusiasm of the participants for three days.

Football,

Table

Tennis,

Volleyball,

Kabaddi,

KALINGA’S SPORTS EVENT RESULTS - 2016

EVENT
800 Mt.R. Race (Boys)
800 Mt.R. Race (Girls)
400 Mt.R. Race (Boys)
400 Mt.R. Race (Girls)
100 Mt.R. Race (Boys)
100 Mt.R. Race (Girls)
Relay Race (Boys)

Relay Race (Girls)
HammerThrow (Boys)
Hammer Throw (Girls)
Javelin Throw (Boys)
Javelin Throw (Girls)
Shot-put Throw (Boys)
Shot-put Throw (Girls)
Discus Throw (Boys)
Discus Throw (Girls)

Date
10-02-2016
11-02-2016
11-02-2016
11-02-2016
11-02-2016
11-02-2016

Date

ATHLETICS DATE – 08.02.2016
1st
2nd
Bharat Kunjam
Shailesh Gupta
Sandhya Ware
Monika Sahu
Bharat Kunjam
Prakash Mishra
Komlata
Namrata
Pradeep Singh
Dhirendra
Komlata
Nivedita
Sourabh Sagar
Lalit Yadav
Gajendra
Shivendra
Pradeep kumar
Shailesh Gupta
Pradeep Singh
Arvind
Upasna
Bharti
Monika
Dipti
Komlata
Namrata
Poonam
Godavari
Kunal Verma
Yogeshwar
Poonam
Hardeep Kaur
Kunal Verma
Prashant
Poonam
Uzma Naz
Avinash Patel
Arshad Qureshi
Poonam
Rekha Panda
Ramavtar
Ashutosh
Poonam
Navogita

Event
Cricket
Kho-Kho (Girls)
Kho-Kho (Boys)
Kabaddi (Boys)
Kabaddi (Girls)
Volley Ball

Event

Winner
Azad House
Nehru House
Gandhi House
Azad House
Shivaji House
Tilak House

Winner

3rd
Khomeshwer
Rashi Nathani
Pradeep Singh
Sandhya Ware
Manish Yadav
Yachna Singh
Tejendra
Lalit Kumar
Tomendra
Sheshraj
Sandhya Ware
Bhumika
Janki
Rekha
Shourabh
Uzma Naz
Anurag
Bharti Sahu
Ramavtar
Hardeep Kour
Avinash
Uzman Naz

Runner Up
Gandhi House
Shivaji House
Azad House
Tilak House
Tagore House
Tagore House

Runner up

10-02-2016

Table- Tennis (Boys)

Vikram Singh Bani

B. Jayant Kumar

11-02-2016

Table- Tennis (Girls)

Hardeep Kaur

Pujya Singh

11-02-2016

Carrom (Boys)

Meraz Ansari

Sourabh Tiwari

11-02-2016

Carrom (Girls)

Monika Sahu

Upasana Nag

Cricket , Date: 10-02-2016

Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Winner
Aazad House
Name of Players
Vikram Singh Bani
Prateek Singh
Sourabh Sagar
Shehzaad Ahmed
Ankit Tiwari
Gajendra
Jeet Pradhan
Rakesh Lithare
Dushyant Verma
Abhinash
Pradeep Kumar Singh
Manish Sonwani
Devendra
Dhananjay Patel
Z. Ahmed
Chandra Shekhar Khute

Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Runner Up
Gandhi House
Name of Players
Pritam Kumar Banjare
Ghanshyam Sahu
Dugesh Sahu
Goverdhan Dehre
Laxmikant Verma
Kamal Das
Trimurti Nishad
Amit Sahu
Vinay Verma
Bharat Kunjam
Numan Akhtar
Adarsh Singh Thakur
Anil Singh Rajput
Abhishek Sharan Shrivashtav
Ashish
Sachin

Kho-Kho Result (Boys), Date: 11-2-2016

Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Winner
Gandhi House
Name of Players
Amit Sahu
Bharat Kunjam
Harinder Singh
Dugeshwar Sahu
Hemraj Sahu
Vinay Verma
Vicky Mandal

Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Runner Up
Aazad House
Name of Players
Pritam Kumar Banjare
Sourabh Sagar
Sehzaad Ahmed
Devendra
Gajendra
Pradep Kumar
Jeet Pradhan

8
9
10
11
12

Devendra Patel
Yogesh Purena
Devendra Kumar Sahu
Kamal Das
Numan Akhtar

8
9
10
11
12

Dhananjay
Abinash
Ankit
Devendra
Raja Babu

Kho-Kho Result (Girls), Date: 11-2-2016

Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Winner
Aazad House
Name of Players
Monika Sahu
Poonam Dhruw
Pragati Dewangan
Upasna Sahu
Priya Khare
Megha Sharma
Bharti Rathore
Varsha Sahu
Komlata Sahu
Aakriti

Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Runner Up
Gandhi House
Name of Players
Rekha Panda
Geetanjali
Sandhya Sahu
Uzma Naaz
Bhumika
Godawari
Dipti
Rashi
Navogita
Meethika

Kabaddi ( Boys), Date: 11-02-2016

Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Winner
Aazad House
Name of Players
Avinash
Pradip Kumar Singh
Sourabh Sagar
Devendra
Pradip Kumar
Gajendra
Raja Babu
Dhananjay
Z. Ahmed
Prateek
Vikram Singh Bani

Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Runner Up
Tilak House
Name of Players
Ankit Mishra
C.H. Gunish
Shantanu Dalai
Raju Prasad
Rakesh Sahu
Khomeshwar Sahu
Diwakar Prasad
R. Jayant
Yuvraj Sahu
Yograj Sinha
Kunal Verma

Kabaddi (Girls), Date: 11-2-2016
Winner
Shivaji House

Runner Up
Tagore House

Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Name of Players
Rekha Panda
Uzma Naz
Sandhya
Bhoomika Sahu
Geetanjali
Godavari
Zuneja Sisodiya
Meethika Sahu
Rashi Nathani
Deepti Sahu
Navogeeta

Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Name of Players
Devina Sahu
Namrata Banpela
Rekha Sahu
Shivani Sharma
S. Kavita
Upasana
Komal Tiwari
Sheela
Hardeep Kaur
Deepika
Aditi

Volley Ball (Boys), Date: 11-2-2016

Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Winner
Aazad House
Name of Players
Sandeep Yadav
Arshad Qureshi
Sameer Soni
Tarun Rajaq
Vinay Deep Toppo
Javed Khan
R. Jayant
Aakash Mishra
Meraz Ansari

Date
10-02-2016
11-02-2016
11-02-2016
11-02-2016
11-02-2016
11-02-2016

Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Event
Cricket
Kho-Kho (Girls)
Kho-Kho (Boys)
Kabaddi (Boys)
Kabaddi (Girls)
Volley Ball

Runner
Gandhi House
Name of Players
Omkar Sahu
Rahul
Manoj
Rakesh
Sachin Patel
Lucky
B. Jayant Kumar
Lalit Yadav
Prem Kumar

Winner
Azad House
Nehru House
Gandhi House
Azad House
Shivaji House
Tilak House

Best Athlete (Girls)

Poonam Manglani

Best Athlete (Boys)

Bharat Kunjam

Runner up
Gandhi House
Shivaji House
Azad House
Tilak House
Tagore House
Tagore House

SPORTS EVENT RESULT 2017

Event
Cricket
Kabaddi (Boys)
Kho-Kho (Boys)
Volley Ball
Chess (Boys)

1st
Vivekanand House
Azad House
Gandhi House
Tilak House
Lucky

EVENT
Relay Race – 100 X 4 Mtr.(Boys)

1st

2nd
Gandhi House
Tilak House
Azad House
Vivekanand House
Girish

2nd
Dhirendra
Piyush Diwan
Rishabh Singh

3rd

Sadik Ali
Shot –Put –(Boys)
Shot-Put (Girls) Tagore House
Shot-Put (Girls) Shivaji House
Javelin Throw (Girls) Tagore
House
Javelin Throw (Girls) Subhash
House
Discuss Throw (Girls) Tagore
House
Hammer Throw (Boys)
Hammer Throw (Girls) Tagor
House
Table Tennis (Boys)

Avinash Patel
Poonam

Rekha
Poonam
Uzma
Poonam
Saurabh Sagar
Poonam
Vikram Singh Bani

Wushu (Patiala)

Event
Cricket
Kabaddi (Boys)
Kho-Kho (Boys)
Volley Ball

Kalpana

B. Jayant
Prateek Thakur

Winner
Vivekanand House
Azad House
Gandhi House
Tilak House

Sandeep
Yadav
Amit
Chandrakar

Runner up
Gandhi House
Tilak House
Azad House
Vivekanand House

NCC /Air Wing / NSS Activities

AEROMODELING & ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
Aeromodelling and Robotics Project Development
workshop was organized by Kalinga Science Center
of Kalinga University and Vigyan Prasar, an
autonomous organization under Department of
Science & Technology, Govt. of India. This
workshop was specially organized for technical
students of the university to inculcate the technical
trait

and

to

empower

their

practical

work

experience.

Expert from NCC, Demonstrated various Flying
Project, Sky Wing, Sky Surfing, RC Powered Plane,
Quad

Copter,

etc.

Students

attended

the

aerodynamics session and used Balsa wood for
crafting the basic flying plane.

In this workshop students designed and developed
various live working projects controlled by manual
and autonomous command. During the robotics
session students knew the importance, application
and utilization of robotics technology and designed
their own live working robots which were operated
by Gyro Sensor (motion based), specially developed
for handicapped so they can move as per their own
wish. Apart from the gesture based robot, various
robots were also developed by students like, Line
Follower, DPDT Controlled, RF- Radio Frequency
Controlled,

Mobile

Controlled,

Computer

Controlled and Android Operated Robots, etc.

University periodically organizes such practical
oriented trainings and workshops for its students to
explore their potential and provide productive
platform to bridge the gap between formal education
and practical learning. Experts form industries
frequently visit the university and share their

expertise and experience to motivate the students to

views that this workshop was really beneficial for

become a significant representative of the national

the students to invent something new and creative

and the globalised world.

for betterment of nation and mankind.

Registrar of University Dr. S. Gandhi and workshop
coordinator Mr. Pradeep Kumar expressed their

OFFICERS TRAINING ACADEMY

The OFFICERS TRAINING ACADEMY is a
training establishment of the INDIAN ARMY that
trains officers for the short service commission. The
49 week course at the OTA prepares for the Army,
except for the Army Medical Corps. Where various
field activities and cultural activities have been held
in OTA, Gwalior, (MP). Mrs Tripti Chandrakar had
successfully completed this training program from
Aug.- Oct. 2016.

NCC CADETS BECAME WRITERS FOR BLIND STUDENTS

All the NCC cadets had visited Prerna Blind Girls
School, National Association for the Blinds located
at Veer Sarvakar Nagar, Hirapur, Tatibandh,
Raipur. Our NCC cadets had registered their names
for helping the blind girls in their 10th board exams
by becoming their writers.

HALF MARRATHON 2017
National Level Half Marathon 2017 was organized on
19 Feb. 2017 for all, aiming to achieve the biggest
Marathon in the history of the state. Different people
from different states participated. Kalinga’s student
Sandhya Ware, a Cadet of 8 CG Girls BTN participated
in this and got 45th position out of 2000 participants.

E- BANKING & DEMONETIZATION AWARENESS PROGRAM OF NCC CADETS
OBC Bank, Rakhi, New Raipur had organized

segment of this awareness program was the dos and

awareness

don’ts related to an individual.

program

on

E-

Banking

&

Demonetization in their branch for the NCC Cadets
of Kalinga University. The bank officials explained
the

NCC

Cadets

about

the

advantages

of

demonetization. He said that Government had
changed only Rs. 500/- and Rs. 1000/- currency with
new currency notes of Rs. 500 and Rs. 2000. They
also informed that people should deposit as well as
exchange their old Rs. 500 and Rs.1000 currency till
30th December 2016 and after that people will have
to deposit their old Rs. 500/- and Rs. 1000/- currency
at specific Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Office with a
declaration letter till 31 st March 2017. The officials
had also explained the process of depositing the old
currency. Also they had explained about the crisis
emerged during that period and the ways to
overcome the critical time. The most important

SPORTS YOUTH COMPETITION, SHANKARA COLLEGE NCC
National Sports Youth Competition was held at
Shankara College of Engineering & Technology,
Raipur. NCC cadets and other students of Kalinga
University participated in various competitions.
Kalinga’s NCC girls got 2nd prize in Kabaddi and
students got prizes in different categories in Fashion
Show.

SWACHH BHARAT ABHIYAN

NCC cadets of Kalinga University had participated

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan programme in both the

in Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. The cadets had cleaned

villages every month.

the garbage near the local water bodies and in the
village. Kalinga adopted two villages Kotni and
Paloud for making it clean and saving water for
healthy and hygienic environment. The cadets had
instructed the community of these two villages
about the importance of clean environment & value
of conserving water. The NCC cadets organize

SAVE WATER PROGRAM
The save water program was organized by Kalinga

guidelines for maintaining garden along with

in which the cadets instructed the students and other

intensive water conservation. Students and staff of

people present over there to save water and utilize it

Kalinga were also given a thought provoking tips to

in a proper way. Special mentoring was given to the

save water during our personal hygiene and

staffs working in the Canteen and Cleaning staffs.

household related activities. The save water

The gardeners were given a thought provoking

program was held near the pond of Kalinga
University Campus.

KALINGA UNIVERSITY CELEBRATED ‘YOGA DAY’ WITH GREAT ZEAL
On 21st June 2017 ‘Yoga Day’ was celebrated with

students of Kalinga University had also reached the

great enthusiasm at Science College Ground. NCC

venue. Various arrangements were made by the

students from various colleges and University had

organization. Morning breakfast and T-shirts were

participated to make this day a success. NCC

distributed to the participants who were present over
there.
The program started at 5:00 in the morning. Present
during the occasion were commanding officer of
NCC 8 C.G. Girls Battalion and other officers and
many Yog Gurus.

NIC CAMP MYSORE 15-26 MAY 2017
One ANO & Six Cadets from Kalinga University

The ANOs & Cadets from 16 different NCC

participated in NIC Camp, Mysore. This camp

Directorates came to become the part of NIC.

aimed to promote national integration between

Our cadets performed very well in cultural and got

cadets and to prepare them to teach the society that

special prize in Dance completion. All had a great

what exactly national integration is ? Competitions

experience in the camp and they shared it formally

in the field on music, dance theatre, fine arts,

with the other students.

literary events, Sports, etc were organized to show
the culture of different states.

NSS OFFICER TRAINING PROGRAMME AT PT. RAVISHANKAR SHUKLA UNIVERSITY
NSS Officers Training Programme was organised at

audience on the topic ‘National Integration’. He told

Dr. Raman Hall, Pt. Ravishankar Shukla University

that unity could only strengthen any organization.

on 5th August, 2016 at 10 o’clock morning. The

Dr.

inaugural ceremony was graced by Mrs. Neeta

Mahasamund discussed on the process of record

Bajpyee,

Co-ordinator, NSS, Pt. Ravishankar

keeping and maintenance of data and also explained

Shukla University and Dr. R. P. Agrawal, Co-

in details about the various paper works of the

ordinator, NSS, Durg University. Both of them

organization.

focused light on the activities of training programme

Commission for Protection of Child Rights, Govt. of

in a nutshell on the first day of the session.

CG elaborated about the idea of making young

On 06.08.2016, the second day the session was

leaders and advised that NSS can inspire the

started at 9:30 am with the august presence of Dr.

students to become young leaders of the society.

Samarendra Singh who enlightened the audience

On the fourth day 08.06.2016, trainees were

with his beautiful speech on the background of NSS

addressed by the guest speaker Dr. Raksha Singh,

and its philosophy as well as the mission and vision

Principal, Shakracharya Mahavidyalaya , Bhilai

of the organization. Just after lunch in the second

about the young generation of the society. She

session, Dr. S. Thakur, Co-ordinator of Technical

pointed out the process of character building of

University, Durg delivered his lecture on Financial

youths and its difficulties in present situation. Next

Management and the process of expenditure for the

Speaker Dr. Gobardhan told about the Disaster

organization throughout the year.

Management. He also threw light on the present

On the third day 07.06.2016, guest speaker Dr.

status of building construction and its drawbacks.

Gobardhan from NIT, Raipur addressed the

Malti Tiwari

Dr.

from Govt.

Shatabdi

PG

from

College,

National

Simultaneously he discussed about the process of

After lunch all went to Purkhauti Muktangan which

avoiding these problems.

is the showcase of Chhattisgarh’s old and unique

On 09.06.2016, the fifth day of the training

culture and finally returned to the destination.

programm Dr. Usha Kiran from Degree Girls

At the end of the training programme on 11th of

College, Raipur discussed in details about the Art of

August concluding session was graced by the

Living. He explained the value of life and the

eminent personalities, Vice Chancellor of Pt.

meaningful way of its living as well as the process

Ravishankar Shukla University, Dr. Samrendra

of strengthening our character.

Singh and Ms. Neeta Bajpayee. All the delegates

Day sixth 10.06.2016 was started beautifully with

were felicitated with the certificate for successfully

local sightseeing visit. All

completing the training programme. Finally in his

delegates were brought to campus by Kalinga

concluding speech, he told to all the delegates to be

University’s transport. They visited various temples

obedient and diligent to the organization.

there

especially

the

temple

of

Sri

Sri

Ballavacharaya.
Then all travelled to Rajim and saw the famous
places related to history and fables of this place.

CII- Kalinga’s YI Program

MARKETING TRAINING
Training on marketing was conducted on 25th

which she tried to locate the fears, barriers and

March 2017 in order to enhance the perspective,

hurdles of one’s personality and identified the key

personality and exposure of Kalinga’s marketing

working areas.

team. This training program was conducted in the
Seminar Hall of Kalinga.

Mrs Fozia Usman was the second speaker of the
day.

She

deliberated
of

her

stress

efforts

towards

Mrs. Fozia Usman was the key note speaker .This

importance

program developed the inner hidden abilities of the

management,

participants. Ms. Dipti Mishra was the first

harassment at work place for a 360* development

speaker. She conducted a psychometric test, which

of personalities of participants.

gender

management,
equality

and

time
sexual

was performed in a close observation through

INDUCTION ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Entrepreneurship is the major requirement of

school at Arang closely knitted the gap between

today’s young India. So in order to lay an

thoughts and actual processing of entrepreneurship

emphasis upon the key working areas of

in India. He is a Project Manager at Global

entrepreneurship,

on

Classroom Pvt. Ltd. and he shared his experience

entrepreneurship was initiated to welcome the

upon how a bit of creativity and innovative ideas

2016 batch of Youth in Kalinga.

can generate a profitable venture. The students

an

induction

program

The eminent speaker Mr. Gaurav Girija Shukla
working at Console Group and runs his own

found

this

appealing.

program

quite

informative

and

CSR & Other Activities

INDUCTION PROGRAM
Kalinga University conducted five days Induction

“We wanted an event that allowed the new

Program ‘Aarambh 2016’ for new students of

students

2016 which started on 04.07.2016 . The very

environment. We wanted them to feel comfortable

purpose of this program was to welcome new

quickly”- said Dr. Sandeep Gandhi, Registrar,

comers in a friendly atmosphere and avoid social

Kalinga University.

evil of ragging to encourage their creative

Such programs are organized so as to generate the

impulses to boost their confidence.

harmonious feelings among seniors and juniors.

to

adapt

to

their

new

learning

All the events were artistically and beautifully
presented in colours as well as style.

The celebration started with lamp lightening by
Dr. Sandeep Gandhi, Registrar of the University
and all invited dignitaries and parents followed by
the welcome address. The freshers were welcomed

The new students were introduced to all the faculty

into the Kalinga family by the senior students.

members of their respective departments and all
the authorities responsible for different activities.
They were also guided about all the rules and
regulations of the University and were given prizes
for answering questions of General Knowledge.
Next few days also passed in a very interesting and
entertaining way for the new students with
different

competitions

like

Quiz,

Rangoli,

Painting, Mehendi, Treasure Hunt, etc which had
been planned for the students in the coming days.

Lectures

by

the

industry

experts

and

representatives of various corporate organizations
as well as various motivational speakers guided
and interacted with the students. The new students
were happy with the welcome ceremony and
participated in all the activities with enthusiasm.

BLOOD DONATION CAMP
Blood donation camp was organized at Kalinga
University Campus on 08th March 2017. In order
to surmount the huge scarcity of blood, this blood
donation drive was organized in collaboration with
exceedingly veteran team of Red Cross Society.
The fundamental intent behind this camp was to
encourage youths to come forward to donate blood
to save precious lives of the patients. More than 80
donors from the university including students,
faculties

and

staff

members

participated

voluntarily in the camp for this noble course.

On this occasion, Dr. Rajiv Kumar, Chairman
appreciated all the donors for voluntarily coming
forward for this noble cause.

NSUI WON STUDENTS UNION ELECTION IN KALINGA

The Students Union Election was accomplished

University. The NSUI panel won all the four posts

peacefully on 26.08.2016. The results were

– President, Vice President, Secretary and Joint

instantly declared in the evening and the winners

Secretary.

groups of students celebrated their victory with
verve and enthusiasm.

Md. Javed Ahmed, (B. Tech.) was elected as
President, Sandeep Kumar Yadav, (B. Tech.) as

Along with the University Management and Staff,

Vice – President, Ms Akshita Dutta (BA) as

Police was also monitoring the process of election

Secretary and Prasang Garg as Joint Secretary

for ensuring its smooth conduct. As the university

respectively.

was under strict vigil of police no unwanted
incident

was

reported.

NSUI

flounced

the

students’ Union Election 2016-17 held in Kalinga

The oath taking ceremony took place on
23.09.2016 in which all the elected members took
oath in the presence of the hon. Chairman of
Kalinga University Dr. Rajeev Kumar, NSUI
members, Kalinga staff members and students.

The different Class Representatives were also
elected

for

the

session.

KALINGA EFFECTIVELY ORGANISED ITS FIRST CONVOCATION

‘Today, the time has come when we should keep

Chancellor

of Kalinga University.

an eye on the future and the prospects beyond it.

Occasion,

the

Let us make every effort to collaborate together,

Committee, Dr. Rajeev Kumar said, ‘There are a

which is helpful in meeting the expectations and

lot of expectations from students completing

aspirations of the society and the country.’ The

education from this University.’

Chairman

of

the

On this
Sponsor

above things are said by Mrs. Renu Deshmukh,
Member

of

Chhattisgarh

Private

University

Regulatory Commission. She was addressing as
the Chief Guest at University’s 1 st Convocation on
Friday 24.02.2017.

He added, ‘I believe that all the students of our
University will contribute to the development of
India and the world.’ Dr. Jagannath Patnaik, ViceChancellor of Kalinga University congratulated
the students and blessed them for their future. On
On this occasion, degrees were awarded to the

this occasion, a book ‘The Veracity of Truth’,

students. The convocation began with the Grace-

written by the Vice-Chancellor was also released.

March under the leadership of Dr. Sandeep
Gandhi, Registrar of Kalinga University. All the
invited dignitaries, officers, and senior professors
of the University participated with great zeal. The
program was chaired by Dr. Sandeep Arora,

CHHATTISGARH RAJYA UTSAV 2016
It was a golden opportunity for us to be a part of
Rajya Utsav organized at Rajya Utsav Sthal,
New Raipur Chhattisgarh from 1st to 5th
November 2016. In this Utsav we gave
information about Kalinga University. The
students of Kalinga University demonstrated
Models & Robots to other students, parents and
visitors. In this demonstration we interacted with
students and shared the features and techniques
used in these ROBOTS prepared by our students.
Viewers were highly exited to know more about
Robot and Robotics Technique. The students of

class 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th who visited our
Kalinga stall participated in Lucky Draw. They all
filled registration forms and they got a Kit and
lucky students won gifts for that. We provided
Kalinga Diary to the visitors. We had also
presented a Nukkad Natak on ‘Pani Ka Rang’ for
which we were highly appreciated.
There were lots of inquiries regarding differentdifferent courses, Fee Structure, History of
Kalinga University etc by visitors in order to take
admission in Kalinga University in future.

There is heavy rush in
Kalinga University Stall

Registration forms filled by the Students those who had participated in Lucky
Draw

Students dropped
registration forms in Lucky
Draw Box

Robotics Demonstration

Nukkad Natak on ‘Pani Ka Rang’

Prize Distribution to the Lucky Students

CHAIRMAN OF KALINGA UNIVERSITY MET THE GOVERNOR OF CG
Chairman of Kalinga University Dr. Rajeev

Convocation of Kalinga University. During this

Kumar

of

visit Dr. Sandeep Arora. Chancellor of Kalinga

Chhattisgarh Shri Balram Das Tondon Ji at

University was also present there. They both had

Rajbhawan. During the meeting Dr. Rajeev Kumar

discussed about the program and apprised about

invited the honourable Governor for the first

the progress of Kalinga University.

met

the

honourable

Governor

PICNIC TO M.M. FUNCITY, BAKTARA, MANDIR HASOD
After the hectic daily schedule of students and

There was great enjoyment, fun and recreation.

teachers University provided a fun day

Students and teachers from both the dept. enjoyed

program

cum picnic to M.M. Fun City. This was the best

the water pools, games, rain dance,etc.

means of recreation in summer.

This was a

The picnic came to an end at about 4:30 pm with a

combined picnic of all the Dept. It was organized

lot of joy and pleasure. All reached to the city

on 21st March 2017.

office at 5:15 pm.

The picnic was held with great enthusiasm and

Dr. Md. Amir Khan, Mrs. Tripti Chandrakar, Mrs.

merriment. The day was fine and everyone was

Garima

delighted .The group started from city office at

Shristi Sharma had coordinated this program.

Gunjan, Mrs. Ankita Shukla, and Ms.

10:15 am and reached ‘Fun City’ at 10:50 am.
PICNIC TO MADKU DWEEP
A picnic was organized on 11th February 2017 as

picnic for the students and faculty of Management

per the request of the students of BBA, MBA and

and commerce

B.Com. The destination of picnic was Madku
Dweep near Bilaspur. The ever supporting
Management of Kalinga University offered 3
buses for picnic. We left Raipur at 8:00 am with
120 students. On the way to Madku dweep all the
students participated in various types of events like
Antakshari, etc. It took 3 hours to reach the
destination. On the spot delicious food was
prepared by the experienced cooks and was
enjoyed by all.
Further the faculty organized various sporting
events and management games. All the students
took active part in the events. It was a memorable

department.

PARTICIPATED IN THE ANNUAL DAY OF AMITY UNIVERSITY
The second annual function of Amity University,
Raipur, Chhattisgarh was celebrated as ‘AMI
SPARK-2017’ on 24.03.2017. It was organized to
distribute the prizes to University students in the
field of academics, extra – curricular activities,
sports and games.
Many inter university/ college competition of
singing and dancing were organized. Cultural
programs including music. dance and drama were
presented by the students. The chief guest of the
event was Dy. Commandant of ITBP. The event

was attended by approximately 500 persons which
included mainly students and parents, university
officials and faculty members.
An impressive stage was erected in the open
ground in front of the university Building with
seating arrangements and six food stalls for selling
snacks and beverages/ice creams, etc. The newly
built university building was well decorated with
lighting and the ambiance created was impressive.
Mr. R.K. Singh and Mr. Kumar Shwetabh had
attended the function on behalf of Kalinga
University.

THANK YOU

